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ABSTRACT

Dielectric resonator antennas offer many attractive features such as low cost, small

size, easy fabrication, freedom from metallic loss, wider bandwidth, high radiation efficien-

cy, and easy coupling to all transmission line. These important characteristics enable dielec-

tric resonator antennas ( DRAs ) to have a potential application in the mm wave band, in

which the conductor loss of the metallic antennas becomes too large to ignore. With a proper

feeding structure for the DRA, this type of antenna can also be easily integrated into micro-

wave integrated circuits (MIC).

In this thesis, an aperture coupled cylindrical dielectric resonator antenna, excited

by the HEM116 dominant mode is studied both theoretically and experimentally. In the theo-

retical analysis, two methods are used to model the DR, namely the magnetic wall model

(MWM ) and the dual dielectric waveguide model (DWM). The latter merhod is developed

for accurately determining the wavenumbers inside the DR. The knowledge of the wave-

numbers leads directly to the evaluation of the resonant frequency, Q-factor and the near-

and far- fields of a dielectric resonator antenna. The accuracy of the computed results using

the DWM model for DR is demonstrated by comparison with exact numerical and empirical

formulation available in the literature.

An experimental investigation of the resonant frequency, input impedance, and radi-

ation pattern of a dielectric resonator antenna have been carried out in this thesis. The reso-

nant frequency and input impedance have been measured for dielectric resonators of various

geometrical aspect ratios and dielectric constants 10.2 and 10.5. The radiation pattern of the

antenna was measured at various frequencies and for two resonators that provide good

matching conditions. Experimental results show that the antenna displays the expected radi-

ation pattern and has a wide operating frequency bandwidth.



Very good agreement was obtained between the developed dual dielectric waveguide

model for the DR and the experimental results forboth the resonant frequency and radiation

pattern.
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CHAPTER 1

1.1 Introduction to Dielectric Resonator (DR)

Dielectric resonators are simply pieces of high dielectric constant ceramic's, their

shapes being usually a short and solid cylinder, but one can also find sphericat and parallel-

piped designs' They were first studied by R.D. Richtmyer of Stanford University when he

showed that unmetalized dielectric objects can function as Microwave Resonators [ 1 ]. How-

ever, their first practical application did not appear until the mid 60's when they were used

as resonating elements in waveguide filters [2]. Nevertheless, dielectric resonators were still

far from any true practical usage in the microwave industry, since the dielectric materials that

were available at that time, such as rutile, lacked temperature stability causing large resonant

frequency changes. A breakthrough in ceramics technology in the 1970's was with the devel-

opment of the first temperature stable, low loss barium tetratitanate resonator by Raytheon

[3]. Later, a modified barium tetratitanate with improved performance was reported by Bell

labs [4], and a stable dielectric material Zr-Sn Tio ceramics developed by Japan [5]. These

temperature stable materials have led to the actual implementation of dielectric resonators

as microwave components.

In todays technology of MIC ( Microwave Integrated Circuits ) and MMIC ( Mono-

lithic Microwave Integrated Circuits), low cost and the small size ¿ue the two most important

criteria in designing microwave circuit components. In this respect, dielectric resonators

(DRs) that are fabricated out of low loss material tan( ô ) : 10a and high dielectric con_

stant erDÀ : (2È100) are widely used in shielded microwave circuits. They replace the '

bulky and expansive metallic cavities in constructing high performance n¿urow band filters,

and highly stable fundamental frequency oscillators. In these applications, the DR's un-

loaded quality factor Qu ca¿rtvary from 5000 to 50000 [6]. When the DR is placed in an open

environment, the power lost is mainly due to radiation, the unloaded quality factor eu of the

lowest ordermodes of the DR are in the orderof ( lÈ100). This makes them agood candidate

in designing wide band antennas.



Recently attention has also been focussed on the design of microwave antennas that

take advantage of the technology developed for MICs. These antennas are required to be

cost-æffective, smaller in size, easy to fabricate and have a high performance. AIso, these

antennas are required to operate not only in the microwave band but also in the millimeter

and near millimeter region ( l0ù-300 Ghz). In this trends, microstrip antennas [7] have taken

the attention of most of microwave antenna researchers since they offer many advantages

in the microwave frequency range. However, they suffer from na¡row-band performance

(l-SVo) of the operating frequency, pattern distortion due to surface wave modes excitec

a¡ound the microstrip patch edge, and relatively large conductor losses in the metal portion

of the antenna which increases with frequency. Nevertheless, microstrip patch antenna re-

searchers [7] have developed ways of solving some of these disadvantages, except the con-

ductor losses, which become too great for a systems requiring efficient operation at high fre-

quencies.

Dielectric resonator antennas offer many attractive features and have some advan-

tages over microstrip patch antennas. These are illustrated by the following:

o The dimensions of a DR antenna are of the order of Ao / ll,, where io is the free

space wavelength and e, is the dielectric constant of the resonator material. For the

microstrip patch antenna, dimensions are of the order of )"o /G. However, a high

value of e, (10-100) can be used to manufacture the DR, thus the size of the DR

antenna can be made much smaller than the microstrip antenna.

. The dielectric resonator has no conductor loss. This leads to high radiation effici-

ency of the antenna, especially in mm-wave antennas where the loss in metal fabri-

cated antennas such as the microstrip antenna can be high.

o DRs can be easily coupled to nearly all transmission lines geometries used at mi-

crowave and mm-wave frequencies. This makes them suitable forintegration into



different planar technologies.

o Each radiating mode of the DR has a unique internal and external field distribution.

Thus one can obtained different radiating patterns by exciting different radiating

modes of the DR.

o A widerbandwith of the operating frequen cy (Çl}Vo) can be easily obtained using

a lower order mode of the DR.

1.2 Modes of a Cylindrical Dielectric Resonator

There are many resonant modes which can be excited in dielectric resonators. These

modes can be divided into three main families; transverse electric (TE), transverse magnetic

(TM)' and hybrid modes. Each of the th¡ee families has an infinite variety of individual

modes. The fields of the TE and TM modes are axisymmetric, therefore, they are indepen-

dent on the variation of / , while the fields of the Hybrid modes are dependant on the varia-

tion of þ .The hybrid modes can also be subdivided into two groups; HEM and EHM [g].

For the HEM modes, the Hrcomponent is much smaller than the E component and therefore

the other remaining field components for the HEM modes can be obtained from knowledge

of Q component only. The reverse is also true for the EHM modes.

To classify the different modes of each family of the DR, mode indices a¡e indicated

using subscripts. The TE, TM, HEM and EHM modes are then classified as TEs^rr¿ ,

TMo^prð , HEM*, a¿ and EHMn^rr¿ respectively. Thefirstindex( z = 0, I, 2, . .)
denotes the va¡iation of the field in the / direction. Note that n is equal to zero for TE and

TM modes. The index ( m = l, 2, . ) denotes the order of variation of the fields

along the radial di¡ection and the index p + ò, ( p = 0, l, 2, . ) denotes the order

of variation of fields along the e {irection. The nomenclature ô signifies a non-integer

number, smaller than unity. As explained in t8l and [9], this notation is adopted to take into

consideration that some of the fields leaks out of the resonator and eventually decays expo-



nentially in its vicinity.

The TEot¿ and, HEMnô are the two Iowest radiating modes of an isolated DR.

These modes have many good features that make them a good candidate in antenna applica-

tions' They have a very low quality factor ( high radiation loss ). Also, they have a plane of
symmetry that behaves as an electric wall, and therefore, one can use half of this structure

with a metallic wall placed at the plane of symmerry. The metallic wall is required when

building an antenna to provide a mechanical support for the antenna and its feed structure.

To excite a specific mode in the DR while suppressing an unwanted one, one must

know the field configuration inside the DR. Kajfezet. al. [9] and [10] provide a caralog for
the electric and magnetic patterns inside a DR for several low--order resonant modes. With
reference to Fig. 1.1, Figs. (1.2)-(L3) shows the field distribution inside the DR for the

TEot¿ mode, while Figs' (1.3){1.7) shows the fields distribution for HEMl¡¿ mode. These

figures were taken from [7].
MERIDIAN PLANE

(Ó"tzl

Figure 1'1 The definition of the planes used for analyzing the field inside the dielectric resonator [9]

In all Figs' (r-2)-(r.7), the double ¿urows indicates the region where the field is less than 3

dB below the maximum, while the Ionger lines indicate a level between 3 and l0 dB beìow

the maximum. The shorter lines indicate a level between l0 and 20 dB below the maximum.

when the level of the field is more than 20 dB below the maximum value of the field, the
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Figure 13 The H filed of TEoß mode in meridian plane [9]

The electric field for the TEoø is shown to be very strong everywhere within the

equatorial plane of the dielectric resonator except near its center as in Fig. 1.2. The magnetic

field for the TEu6 mode in the equatorial plane is peryendicular to the electric field shown

in Fig. 1.2 and its maximum occurs one{uarter period later in time [9]. Also, as indicated

in Fig. 1.3 the magnetic fìeld is strong down at the center of the resonator. The magnetic field

forthe HEMl¡¿ modeintheequatorialplaneofthedielectricresonatorisshowninFig. 1.4.

The electric field is shown in Fig. 1.5 in a plane that is parallel to the equatorial plane but
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displaced by an offset of 2.15 mm inthe

are shown to be strong inside DR while

e = 0 from it. In both of Figs. 1.4 and 1.5, the fields

weak outside it.

HEMlrs

É=O

Figure 1.4 The H f¡led of HEMIþ mode in equatorial plane [9]

é=o

Figure 1.5 The E filed of HEM,ßmode in plane parallel to equatorial plane [9]

The meridian plane fields are shown in Figs. 1.6 and 1.7. In this plane, rhe electric field inten-

sity reaches its maximum at (Q = 0 ) as in Fig. 1.6, while the maximum magnetic field inten-

sity occurs in the meridian plane at (Q - nt/O ) as in Fig. 1.7. Also in rhe meridian plane, the
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electric field is shown to be very weak outside the resonator, while the magnetic field is

shown to be strong.
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1.3 Literature Review on Dielectric Resonator Antenna ( DRA )

Long et. al. [11] were among the first research groups to investigate the use of a di-

electric resonator as an ¿rntenna element. They used a magnetic wall boundary condition to

formulate the resonant frequency and the radiation pattern for the DRA. They excited the

resonator on a ground plane in the HEM116 mode by drilling a hole in the resonatornear the

edge and inserting a short monopole probe as shown in Fig. 1.8. The resonance frequency

and the radiation pattem was measured for a DR of various aspect ratios (a/h), dielect¡ic con-

stants t,r^ , and size of feeding probe. They found that for all the tested samples that the DR

antenna excited inthe HEMl ¡¿ mode radiated efficiently in a direction normal to the ground

plane

2a
<-_>

Figure 1.8 Cylindrical dielectric resonator excited by a monopote

In [12], Mongia proposed a cylindrical DR antenna which utilized the ZE6¡¿ mode

of the resonator. In his report, he placed a lateral split cylindrical DR on its side on a ground

plane and then fed it with a coaxial cable as shown in Fig. 1.9. As was expected, it was shown

that this antenna radiated like a magnetic dipole orientated along the longitudinal center of

the DR. It was also reported that this antenna has a bandwith of \Vo of the operating frequen-

CylindricalDR

Ground plane



cy.

Ground plane
Half split cylindrical resonator

------

Figure 1.9 Cylindrical dielectric resonator excited by a monopole

McAllister et. al' [ 13] examined the radiation pattern and the input impedance of a

rectangular parallelpiped resonator. They found that this type of antenna is an efficient radia-

tor in the direction normal to the ground plane when it is excited by short monopole probe

placed near its edge as shown in Fig. 1.10. It was also found that a maximum antenna gain

can be obtained when the height of this resonator is smaller than its width.

Feed probe Feed probe

Figure 1.10 p6s'angular dierectric resonator excited by a monopore

McAllister et. al. I I 4] used similar technique as the cylindrical and rectangular paral-

lelpiped resonators to investigate the radiation pattern and the input impedance of hemi-

spherical dielectric resonator antennas on a ground plane excited by a probe as shown in Fig.

I . 1 I . Because of the spherical shape of this resonator, they were able to obtain an exact solu-

tion for the field and the resonant frequency. It was found that the hemispherical DR radiated

//ll
Feed probe

Rectangular DR



Hemispherical DR

Ground plane Feed probe

in its dominant mode similar to that reported for cylindrical and rectangular DR antennas,

Feed probe

Figure 1.ll Hemispherical dielectric resonator excited by a monopole

Kranenburg and Long [ 15] examined the use of microstrip feed structures for the DR.

They placed a cylindrical DR directly on top of a common microstrip feed line as shown in

Fig. I .12. By varying the position of the DR with respecr ro the end of rhe microsrrip line,

they measured the insertion loss of the antenna and they found that a strong coupling between

the two occurs when the termination of the line is located slightly less than one quarter of
the dielectric wavelength past the nearest edge of the DR. A deterioration of the radiated pat-

tern was observed when the end of the line is terminated near the center of the cylinder, this

latter occurring because of the placement of the DR and the feed structure on the same side

of the substrate.

CylindricalDR

Ground plane

Figure 1.12 Dielectric resonator antenna fed by microship tansmission line
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Kranenburg et al [l6] showed that a coplanar waveguide can be an effective feeding

structure for the cylindrical DR antenna. The configuration of this antenna is shown in Fig.

1.13. In their report, they examined experimentally the coupling behavior and the radiation

pattem for DR cylinders with various aspect ratios, dielectric constants, and feed positions.

The measured results for theTadiation pattern and the resonant frequency agreed well with

ones obtained theocratically using a magnetic wail boundary condition model.

Ground plane

Figure 1.13 Dietectric resonator antennâ fed by a coplanar waveguide

A planar alray composed of a pair unit of dielectric resonator antennas was reported

by M.Haneishi and H.Takazaw a U7l. The configuration of this antenna is shown in Fig.

I .14. Each element of the pair unit was fed uniformly in power from orthogonal points F1

and F2. It was shown that a subarray made of two pair-units ( Fig. l. l4b ) yielded a Z dB

ellipticity with a bandwidth of l5%o. The same result was also obøined when using an array

of 8 pair-unit ( Fig. 1.11rc,)

Ð
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A.

Ft =Fz

a)

Ø
,B

a
e-5

c)
Configuration for DRA planar array a) pair-unit

b) Subarray
c) Array
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Finally, the microstrip aperture coupling technique has been also used and proved

to be an efficient mechanism for feeding dielectric resonators Íl8l- tZZl.This technique was

first introduced by Pozar t24l S. [25] as an alternative to the traditional feeding structures,

such as probe feeding, for antennas that have a potential used at millimeter-wave frequency

and are compatible with MIC's. The slot-coupling has numerous advantages, as listed be-

low:

oWith the slot coupling, the radiating element is separated from the feeding structure

by a ground plane. Therefore no direct contact between the two is needed. Further-

more, the feeding circuit will not degrade the radiation pattern and at the same time

the radiation from the antenna will not interfere with the feed circuit performance.

.This technique saves space on the radiating surfaces. Thus the active circuitry such

as phase shifters and amplifiers can be placed along the feed network on the lower

substrate. Shielding of the circuitry is provided by the ground plane separating the

lower substrate and the radiating element.

oThe slot of the feeding network can be designed so that it excite only the dominant

mode of the antenna, coupies efficiently the energy from the microstrip line to the

antenna, and to have no effect on the characteristic of the radiating element.

More discussion and analysis regarding the use of this coupling technique will be presented

in Chapter 2 of this thesis.

1.4 Thesis Objectives

The objective of this thesis is to proceed in investigating theoretically and exper-

imentally the cylindrical dielectric resonator antenna fed by an aperture on the ground plane

of a microstrip line as shown in Fig. 1.15.

Theoretically, the aim is to use the dielectric waveguide model [29] as a starting point and

t2



to modify it for a slot coupling DR antenna. This would enable us determining without exten-

sive computation the parameters of the resonator, such as, the resonant frequency and wave-

numbers, and therefore be able to find all the cha¡acteristics of the antenna.

Previous investigations have been either to analyze the DR as a cavity model [11]

and [18]' or to analyze it using the moment method [20] and [21]. The cavity model assumes

that the surface of the DR is a perfect magnetic conductor. This yields an error of approxi-

mately 10Vo for theresonant frequency of the DR, and more than}OZofor the radiated quality

factor. The moment method predicts accurately all the parameters of the resonator, however,

it requires extensive computation as compared with simple approximation methods.

Experimentally, the objective is to verify the analysis technique developed in this

thesis and to confirm the use of the DR as a radiating element.

Figure 1.L5 Aperture coupled cylindrical dielectric resonator antenna

1.5 Thesis Outline

This chapter presents an introduction to the dielectric resonator and a historical back-

ground of its usage as a radiating element. The objectives of this thesis was also discussed

in this chapter.

Chapter 2 discusses the theoretical analysis of the aperture coupled antenna of Fig.

I ' 1 5 ' This chapter starts with a presentation of the antenna configuration and then discusses

the methods of analysis for an isolated dielectric resonator; namely the cavity model and the

dual dielectric waveguide model. Using these two models for the DR, equations for the reso-

l3
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nant frequency and wavenumbers of the DR are developed. Hence, all the field components

inside and outside the DR are obtained. The results of the resonant frequency and the radiated

quality factor of this antenna are computed and compared to the ones obtained numericaily

using a moment method [20] and [2I], andto those reported in the literature[26]. The resulrs

of the radiated field were presented and compared with the one computed rigorously inl23).

The nea¡ field results of an isolated DR were also determined in this chapter. Finally, follow-

ing the steps that were outlined in [23] andl?Tl,an equivalent circuit of the antenna is pres-

ented.

Chapter 3 outlines the design and fabrication of the feedline and DR of our antenna

structure. Also, a comparison of theoretical and experimental results for the resonant fre-

quency and the radiation pattern of this antenna are discussed in this chapter.

Chapter 4 includes the conclusion and the recommendations from this thesis work.

t4



CHAPTER 2
THEORY

2.1 Antenna Configuration

The dielectric resonator antenna (DRA), we consider in detail in this thesis is shown

in Fig.2. I . The dielectric resonator antenna consists of a cylindrical dielectric resonator (DR)

of height å, radius a anddielectric constant € rr". This DR is placed on the top of a guided

l+F¡.. A.-

-
,a

Microstripl i"/
f^

(a)

Ground Plane

(b)

Figure 2.1 Cylindrical dielectric resonator antenna configuration ( a ) side view
(b) topview
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dielectric slab with a rectangular thin slot as feed for the DR. The slot is of width wo, and

of length Loo. The slot is etched on the ground plane of a microstripline ( MTL ) and thus

couples energy from the feed line to the dielectric resonator ( DR ). The grounded dielectric

slab has a dielectric constant e ,' and a thickness ?r, whereas the MTL feed line has a

width% and an open circuit stub length L, from the slot reference plane R -R'. For the

mode of interest, the maximum coupling from the MTL to DR occurs when the DR is cen-

tered along the axis of symmetry of the slot [25]. The slot width is usually chosen to be signif-

icantly smaller than the microstrip feed line guided wavelength, so it can be modelled by a

magnetic cunent oriented in the y- direction as in Fig. 2.2. At microwave frequencies

(l - 60 GHz), the finite ground plane will be assumed to be electrically very large, so it can

be considered as an infi¡ite ground plane. Using the image theory, this anten¡a can then be

modelled by an isolated DR of radius r: a àîd of height double the one used above the

ground plane. Thus, as shown in Fig. 2.2,theantenna can be assumed to be an isolated DR,

excited by a magnetic current it placed at the center axis of the DR z: 0.

Figure 2.2 The equivalent model for the DRA

To study the important characteristics of this antenna such as; resonant frequency,

radiation pattern, bandwidth, input impedance and quality factor, the electric and magnetic

fields inside the isolated DR a¡e first found by the use of a simple cavity model. Due to the

inadequacies of this model, a more accurate dual dielectric waveguide model is introduced.

,,7
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This model is then latter compared to the exact numerical and empirical solution formulation

found in the literature.

2.2

To solve for the etect ic and magnetic fields inside and outside the isolated dielectric

resonator antenna of Fig. 2.2, a simple cavity and a more complex waveguide models are

used. In the cavity model the top, bottom and side walls of the DR are assumed to be perfec.:t

magnetic conductors. Therefore, the electromagnetics fields are confïned inside the DR. On

the other hand, the waveguide model considers the fields outside the DR walls, assuming to

decay in bothp and z directions. Since the DR is assumed to be cylindrical, the scalar

Helmholtz equation in cylindrical coordinate is used to solve forthe fields inside and outside

the DR. The boundary condition set by both DR models are then applied to obtain the final

solutions.

2.2.1 Wave Equation Solution in Cylindrical Coordinates

ln a homogeneous, linear and isotropic medium the electric and the magnetic poten-

tial vector equations are given, respectively, as follows[28]

Y2Ã+k2Ã=o

YzF+k2F=0

where fr is the wave number and is defîned by

(2.r)

(2.2)

(2.3)

where € = eo erDR

Here e o = 8.854 t0-12 ( Farad/m ) is the permittivity of free space, and rrr^ is the rela-

tive dielectric constant of the medium. The scalar longitudinal components of the electric

vector potential A, and magnetic vector potential f. both satisfy the scalar Helmholtz equa-

k= J( r\t, )

17



tion,

Vþ * Êtl, :0 (2.4)

(2.6)

In cvrindrical coordinate svsrem Fis. 2.3, 
#.;#. þ#. # + &¡t: 0 (2.s)

1þ ^ : Az for TM modes

where

1þ' : F, for TE modes

Figure 2.3 The cylindrical coordinates system

Using the method of separation of variable, the wave function r/ is first set into a product

of three independent functions

tlt : Z(z) F(Ð P(g).

1) :{

By substitutng(2.6) into (2.5), the following system of three ordinary differenrial equarions

is obtained

t8



tûz
zæ+ t4:o

kp e)2-*') r:o

lr' : t4.* 4

lt:Ap J^( kp e ) . (e, cos( k, z)+8, stn( k, z))

. (,q cost koL) +Bp sin( h O)

t&p ^

ræ+ t(ç:0

,*(,#).t

(2.7)

(2.8\

(2.9)

(2.10)

Each of these ordinary differential equations determines only one of the functions p,F or Z.

The first two equations are harmonic equations, whose solutions are harmonic functions.

The Iast equation is the Bessel equation of the mth order, whose solution is a Bessel function.

For a cylindrical cavity structure, such as the dielectric resonator of Fig. 2.2, a solution for

the system of equations (2.7) inside dielectric region would be of the form,

Z(z) :.A.cos( k, z)+ Brsin( k, z)

F(ø):á4cos( kO Q ) +B4sin( kþ A)

P(p): Ap J^( kp e )+Bo Y^( kp Q)

Substituting the system (2.9) into (2.6), the scalar wave functiontþ then can be expressed

as

Thescalarwavefunctionîy'' mustbefiniteforallvalues of g, z Md ø insidetheDR.Since

the function I/, becomes infinite fo r p : 0, B o : 0. The choices of kr, kq and the other con-

stants A, and Br depend on the dimensions of the dielectric resonator, the boundary condi-

tions applied, and the conditions of the fields to be supported by the DR.

t9



The electric field E and magnetic field H can be expressed in terms of the scalar

wave equation r/ ,and{t* 
[28], respectively, as follow

for TM case,

I ttþ^HQ: (2.t1)

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.1s)

(2.16)

a ôQ

&1þ ^Ha: -

Hz:0
ôp

a\lt ^
ðp ðz

I
Lo:T- 

J@e

for TÐzcase,

E^: | ô\lt -
Y jøep ôþ ô2.

E,:+- &. k2) vt ^' .io¡e 'ô'z

H": L ð2'l'"
' J@p ôp ôz

Hó: =]- 
ô2'l'''

' JØpp ðe ôz

H,:-J- ,+. Ê) !,,J(Dþ ¡J'z

E^: - ! av'
o pôþ

Er-0

aú,Lø:?'dQ

(2.17)

(2.1 8)

(2.1e)

(2.20)

(2.21)

(2.22)

In the scope of this thesis, we are only interested in the dominant mode that is excited

by the slot on the ground plane. This mode is denoted by HEM¡6 and it is predominantly

transverse magnetic, therefore, only the field expansion of TMto z direction ( TÌtß) are to

be considered.
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2.2.2 The Concept of Perfect Magnetic Conductor ( pMC )

The electromagnetic waves inside the dielectric resonator can be viewed as a summa-

tion of plane waves, incident at all angles, upon the surface of the DR. Therefore, an under-

standing of the propagation properties of a plane wave in a dielectric medium with a high

permittivity incident at an interface to a dielectric medium with a low dielectric constant will

give a clear idea about the fields inside the DR as well as the concept of perfect magnetic

wall PMC.

Figure 2.4 Plane wave incident to the interface of two dielectric Media

Consider a unifonn plane wave normally incidentupon a boundary surface that sepa-

rates two different dielectric mediums as in Fig. 2.4. These mediums are denoted by medium

I and medium II. The two mediums are charac tenzedby (p", e r) aoo þ, ,rz), ,espectiue-

Mediumu (Uo , €z )

È, transmitted wave

ly, and they are assumed to be isotropic.
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The incident wave (r, ,r,)rraveling in the positive e direction is given by,

E¡:ã, E¡o ¿-i\z

Ê¡: ãn 
Eio 

,-i kr z

' ll1

where 71 is the intrinsic impedance of medium I, 4t:

and fr1 is tlre propagation constant of the medium I, kt : @ I ( l, ñ ,) .

Er: ã, E¡o gì k, z

È,.:-ãuE'o ,jo''- tl1

where E.ois the magnitude of 8,. at z : 0.The transmitted

Ë,: ã, E¡g ¿-i kzz

Ê,: ãn 
En 

,-i rr,' tt2

where E,o is the magnitu de of E, at 7 : 0. 42 is the intrinsic impedance of the

€̂¡

(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.2s)

(2.26)

E¡o is the magnitude of E¡ af Z: 0. Due to the discontinuity at the interference between the

two mediums, the incident wave is partly reflected back into medium I and partly transmitted

into medium II. The reflected wave is defìned by

which is defined by ¡lz: lto
€2

wave is defined by,

(2.21)

(2.28)

(2.2e )

(2.30 )

medium il,

(2.31)

(2.33)

(2.34)

and k2 is the propagation constant of the medium II kz - o¡ I ( l, " q) (2.32)

At the dielecric interferenca, ü¡s tengêntial components of the electric field and the magnet_

ic field intensities must be continuous as

E¡o* Ers: E¡,

L (rr- E,o\ - 
Erc

4t 4z
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By ananging the two above equations, and using (2.25) and (2.31)

r- lr
1f e,F

ñ ÞfO| : 
-:E¡o

t:Eto-
E¡n

4 z-¡l t

4z+4t

2 ttz

4z +4t

r+ lT
\f e,

:-

(2.3s)

(2.36)

(2.38)

r+ lT
1f e,

where I is the reflection coefficient and z is the transmission coefficient. As €,, increases,

the value of the reflection coefficient I approaches unity while the transmission coefficient

z approaches zero.This can be demonstrated by

lim f: lim
€, +co €,+@

(2.37)
1- lr

{ e,.

r+ lT
{e,

lim Í
€r *É

lT
2J,,: lim ---- :0

€¡+co I + | I

{e.

Consequentially, if medium I is of a high dielectric constant € r most of the incident wave

propagating from medium I in the direction of medium II will be reflected back to medium

I and only a small portion of it will be transmitted to medium II. Furthermore, as € , ãp-

proaches infinity a total reflection of the incident energy is achieved at the boundary between

medium I and medium II ( z : 0 ). In circuit terminology, this boundary can be considered

as rin open circuit boundary condition. Thus, the surface of a medium with a very high per-

mittivity can be assumed to be coveredby aperfect magnetic conductor ( pMC 
) which corre-

sponds to an open circuit boundary condition.
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2.2.3 The Magnetic Wall Modet ( Cavity Modet )

In this model, the elecúomagnetic fields inside the DR are calculated by assuming

that the surfaces of the DR are covered with a perfect magnetic conductor pMC as shown

in Fig. 2.5. For this situation, the normal component of the electric field Erand the tangential

component of the magnetic field H, are set to zero at all the surfaces of the DR.

Figure 2.5 The cavity model for DR

Considerin g the TMz mode, at the side surface of the DR :

EP/P'o: o

and from (2.10) and either (2.12) or (2.14), the following is obtained

,,I

J'^(kpa):O :)
where J'* (x) is the derivative of the Bessel function of order m

n'h zeros of J'. (x). The index rn defines the allowed azimuthal

(cos( kaø)
f 'kç:*'
\sin( kçþ)

Similarly, at top and bottom surface of the DR

E,/ rr- +rr ¡ 
: o and Hr/rr_ *l ¡ 

: 0.

By using (2.10) and either (2.12) or (2.16), the following is obrained

, x'^nkr:î n:1 ,2,3 (2.3e )

and x'^n represents the

modes which are

'*%
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A, cos( kz h) : o -) ' (2P + l)trf, :t;, P :0, l, 2, 3. (2.40)

At ¿ : 0, the presence of the ground plane required that the tangential electric field to be zero

En/rr-o):o :) Bz:o

Using 2.39-2.41, equation (2.10) can now be reduced to

(2.41)

1þ - A^np J^( kp e ) cos( *. z) cos( h 0 > (2.42)

where A^no is a normalization factor. Note that because of the orthogonality condition and

the feed position at A :90o, only the cos( fç A ¡ term was chosen. Equation (2.8) can be

also written as

r:rlry (2.43)

In this form, z indexes the azimuthal modes, n the radial modes and p the longitudinal

modes.Thenusing(2.8),theresonantfrequenciesforthe TMnnp modeofthedielectricres-

onator becomes,

(2.44)

The dominant mode is the one which has the lowest resonant frequency and also which can

be supported by ttre slot on the ground plane of the microstrip line. As mentioned before, this

is the HEMI 1¿ mode. Since x'I I - I .841 I 8 is the lowest value zero of the derivative of the

Bessel fi,¡nction '/'1, the resonant frequency for theHEM¡1¿ mode using the cavity model

is given by

f,o- #l (2.4s)

where, € : t0 errr.ln this nomenclature, the ð in the index is used rather than p : 0 to

match the notation adopted when analyzing DR using numerical techniques or using dielec-

(+)'.(#)'
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tric waveguide model for the DR. As mentioned in section 1.3 of Chapter I , the two methods

adopt the nomenclature notation to take into account the decays of the field outside DR along

is axis of symmetry. All fields that correspond to this dominant mode inside the dielectric

resonator cavity are obtained using (2.42) and (2.1 l>(2.16), and they are given below as

Eo:*

g,: I*3
v

tn : - io, 
k. J' íkpp) cos(p) sin(È.2)

kz J íke e) sin(Ø) sin(&.2)

J (k, p)cos(ø) cos(¿:z)

, n = - it,(ko e sin(Q).or(r. z)

Hø : - kp J' (k, e) cos(Ø) cos(t. z)

H¡:0

: iaEo;,ro , k, =* ^O rr: +)

(2.46)

(2.4Ì)

(2.48)

(2.49)

(2.s0)

(2.s1)

where (,

Using this model, the surfaces of the DR are assumed to be perfect magnetic conduc-

tors. Therefore, the leakage fields outside the DR were not taken into consideration. This will

result in an inaccurate determination of the characteristics of this antenna, especially when

using dielectric resonators that have moderate values of permittivity, such as the one used

in this thesis (€ ror : 10.5 ).

2.2.4 The Dual Dielectric Waveguide Model I DWM )

In this model, the dielectric resonator ( DR ) is assumed to be a tuncated section of

an infinite waveguide with the same dimensions as those of the DR. The fields in the radial

direction inside the DR vary in the same fashion as those in an infinite dielectric waveguide,

havingthesame radius a anddielectricconstant €rDß asthatoftheresonator.Furthermore,
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the fields have a standing wave pattem in the axial direction similar to that of an infinite ra-

dial slab guide of the same height and dielectric constant as that of the resonator. This methoC

was first developed by Marcatilitzgl for analyzing the propagation characteristics of a rect-

angular dielect¡ic waveguide and later by Itoh and Rudokas [30] for finding the resonant fre-

quency of a cylindrical dielectric resonator excited in the TEoø mode ( Note that in the

TEot¿ mode, the electric and magnetic fields have no circumferential variation). Also, this

method was used in conjunction with an the effective dielectric constant ( EDC ) by Mongia

and Bhartia [31] for obtaining a more accurate result for the resonant frequency of the TEoø

mode in cylindrical dielectric resonators. In this chapter the DV/M method is extended to

obtain the resonant frequency, the near field, the far field, and the radiated quality factor

Q.ro¿ of cylindrical dielectric resonators that are excited in the HEMtl¿ mode.

Figure 2.6 The regions of interest for anaryzing the fields of DR using DWM

Fig-2.6, shows the th¡ee regions of the dielecnic resonator structure where the fields

of interest willbe determined. Region (1), which contains most of the electromagnetic ener-

gy has a standing wave pattern for its fields and regions (2) and (3) have fields ttrat decay

exponentially in the p and z directions, respectively. Using the same technique as for the

case of the cavity model for the DR in the previous section, the scala¡ wave equation r/ in
region (l), (2 ) and (3) are given by,
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1þ:

fe1 tyl*op

I or*uo,"n

\o,,,, o, n

)cos(krz)cos(Q)

)cos(krz)cos(Q)

) ¿(-k- z) cos( ó )

region (1)

region (2)

region (3) (2.s2)

(2.s3)

(2.s4)

(2.ss)

kp, kz, kr", and kr, are related to each other by the following characteristics equation,

*':t4*4
t4.: I4- Ê

fi: t?"+ kl

where

"/1 and K7 aretheBesselandthemodifiedHankelfunctionoforderone,respectively, ø,, is

the angular resonant frequency. Using equations (2.11)-(2.16), all the fields components of

regions (l)-(3) can be derived. Note that, the fields of region I ( inside the DR ) have the

same form as those found using the cavity model, but with a different wave number. The new

value of fr is specified by the values of ko and fr. , which must be determined.

The problem of determining the resonant frequency, the fields, and the radiated qual-

ity factor of the HEM¡6 mode in a cylindrical dielectric resonators is now reduced to the

problemoffindingthevaluesoftheradialandaxialwavenumbers ko and k, whichsatisfy

the cha¡acteristics equation (2.53). These wavenumbers will be solved for using a dual di-

electric waveguide model as will be formulated next. In this model the continuity of fields

at the interface between the resonator region (l) and region (2) and at interface between re-

gion( 1)and(3)areusedtoformasetofequationsthatcanbeusedtosolvefor k, and kr.

The only approximation to the model is the discontinuity of fields in the region outside of

(l), (2), and (3).

ko:(ùol(tr" %)
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2.2.4,1Radial Wave Number k, estimate

The radial wave number fr, of the HEM ¡6mode in a cylindrical dielectric resonator

will be determined by assuming that it is the same as that of HEMrl mod€ in an infinitely

cylindrical dielectric *ru.guiä, of radius a andof dielectric constant e rDR asshown in Fig.

2.7.

Figure 2.7 Infinite cylindrical waveguide model

The fields of the HEM¡mode in an infinite cylindrical dielectric waveguide are the

sum of the ?nð11fields and of the TM11 fields in the sâme waveguide.The scalarwave func-

tion tþ for TEy and TM¡modes of the waveguide shown in Fig. 23 canbe derived using

the steps outlined in section (2.2.1). For this case, an electromagnetic wave propagating in

the positive z direction of the infinite cylindrical dielectric waveguide will have a standing

wave pattern inside the waveguide, while decaying outside in the p direction. The scalar

wave fi¡nctionstþn ñdq) 'will have the following forms in regions I and2.
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Inside the waveguide, region I ( e . a)

rþ¡^ : ü J{ kp e )cos( / ) s(-ik,z)

tlt¡" : Az J( kp g )sin( Q ) e(-¡k,z)

where, Ê:tï+tÇ.
Outsidethewaveguide,region 2 (p > a)

(2.s6)

(2.s7)

(2.s8)

(2.se)

(2.60)

(2.61)where,

7þo^ - & K{ kp. e )cos( / ) s(-ik,z)

7þo": Bz K{ ko" e )sin( 4¡ ) e(-ik.z)

t4.: t¿^+ Êo .

Substitutin e Q.56)-(2.57) into (2.17)-(2.22) for theT'll mode and inro (2.11)-(2.16) for

TM11mode. and then adding the corresponding fields components, the followingHEMly

fields components inside the waveguide (g < a) areobtained:

J( kp q) cos(/) (2.62)

(2.63)t,:("yrt(kp p)-þ túro

tr : (#r{kp) + (koAzv r, r, nr) sin(Q)sçik,z)

A. t¿Hr,:'# Jt( kp p)sin(Ø) s(-ik,z)
z

Hn,- (-l',n, nr-( 
jtc'Tù 

rt(kp n>) ,,,<ø> ,'

Hô,:(-ou, lv'@p) ry/,(fr, a)) cos(Q)sçik'

Er,:ryL
v

tÇi k,z)

ei)."rt¿¡ ,(-ik'z)

-¡krz)

z)

(2.64)

(2.6s)

(2.66)
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Outside the waveguide region 2 ( A > a ) the following field components are obtained:

Er:- Blr&r" 
Kt( kp.p) cos(C) ,Gi k,z)

v
(2.68¡

(2.6e)

Q.7a)

(2.71)

(2.72)

(2.73)

(2.74)

(2.7s)

(2.t6)

(2.77)

-Bz 4"
1t')

3t

En": (ry Ki &pp) -ti *u0,. n,) cos(/),Çik'z)

Ea": (#--kp" Q) + (ko"B)K1'<*0" el)rin(Q) sçik'z)

H-- K( kp" g)sin(/) tGik,z)

where, ¿ : ib : jøpo, y : ja)e se,.o^ and io : þes.Byenforcingthetangentialcom_

ponents of the fields to be continuous across the surfaces of the waveguide ãt e : a,

E=:E-ar ao

Hr,: Hr.

Ea,: Eo.

Ho,: Hç" .

Finally, by substitutng (2.621(2.67) and ( 2.6gFe.70 ) nto (2.74\-(2.77), the foltowing

system of equations is obtained

erl?olíkp.) + Bp,o* 4" xr( kooa ) : o

Azlil t&ñ) + Ù2ft"K(kroa ) : o

& t uo*) + A2ko J i Gpa) - þ x r<kp" a) - Bzkp. K t, (kp, a) : 0CU)e @eo0

Aftplr'&pal *ffitr<kpa) - Brkp"Kt,&p.s) -ffi*Uor" a) : 0 (2.7g)



Equation (2.81) can also be writfen in matrix form as,

A X :O

where,

4ttfkpa) 00 er* 4. K(kr" a)

(2.7e)

A

fi trl*, a¡

J( k, a) k, Ji( k, a)

fi" K11ko" a

K(ku. a) -kp" Kl(kp"

-k-¿Ki(kr^
(Ðp0

ku J1'(ku u) J(k, a) - kp" Kt'(kp" a)

and,

The matrix equation (2.79) has a nontrivial solution if and only if the determinant of its ma-

trix is equal to zeÍo.

det(A):0
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thus yield a mode equation in tenns of ko and krBy expanding the determi¡ant of the ma.

trix A in term of the element of its first row, equation (2.80) can be written as

(4 r,<0,'ù' (-+ K](k,"a)-4" K,,r, oo.^)

+ þ4 4"r tgra)K{k, aù(- orr, | (k*) Ki &p.q). 
-fur 1ft¿t) Kt(ke""))

(* rt&,a) K,(k,p)) (#t,(koa) K(k,"^-#hl(k,a) r¡0,."))

* (r,r" kríì"J r' (koa)K{k¡,,rlX- t$*r"t ¡*¿t)K, {ko"a) - 4"*ol' úkú)Kúkp.ò) 0 . (2.8 I )

2.2.4.2 Axial Wave Number k- estimate

The axial wavenumber ft. of the HEMt16 mode in the cylindrical dielectric resona-

tor is calculated by assuming that it is same as that of the TMu mode in a dielectric slab

waveguide. For this case the dielecric slab is of height 2 h and of permittivity e r¿¡ âs

shown in Fig.2.8.

2hï

Again, using the steps outlined in section (2.2.1), the scalar wave func tion pn of the

TMu mode for an electromagnetic wave propagating in g direction in a dielectric slab wa-

veguide is of the following forms in region I and 3.

3 (air)

3 (air)
Figure 2.E Dielectric slab waveguide



Inthedielectricregion (l-h s z s h):

where,

Inair region3l zl> h:

where,

l) F:,4 cos( k, z) s(-lk,P¡

lr':14*4

z>h

(2.82)

(2.83)

1þ o^ - B e-k*H ,eiroP¡

where, 4: 4"* *3

Thus, using( 2.11) and (2.16), the fields components inside the dielectric slab guide

-hsz=haregivenby

Hø,: j A kp cos(fr. a) sçi k,e )

n .Ak.kDEp,: J - -- srn(k 1) sei kue I

l(Ðe

8,,: A Ë cos&, 7\ ¿çikrq¡"' 
þe 

\4-l

whereas, those outside the dielectric waveguide ( z > h or z < _ h) are given by

HA,: jBk, e-k*lzt ,(-i kse)

(2.84)

(2.8s)

(2.86)

(2.87)

(2.88)

Ep": j sgn n kn.ko 
e-k*þl ¿Gikop¡

l@e

e-k^Þl ,Çlkce)

(2.8e)

(2.90)

(2.e1)Er: B sgn þ
l@e

S[lt:{
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At z:* h continuity of the tangential field components En and Hç requires that

e(-k--h) e.g:¿).4 ft. sin( k, h ): € ¡r^ k^ B

.4 cos( krh):B e(-k.h)

By taking the ratio of (2.92) nd (2.93) a mode equation in term of ft. is determined.

(2.e3)

(2.e4)tan( k, ¡¡:k'o"o*'kz

Thewavesnumbers kz, kp and ksofthedielectricresonatorexcited in HEMIló can

now be determined by solving the system of equations consisting of (2.53), (2.g1), and

(2.94). This can be accomplished numerically by first approximating the values of the wave

numbers using the values obtained from the cavity model. Then, by employing a suitable

iterative procedure that solves for non-linear equations, such as Newton's method, to deter-

mine these wave numbers using DWM model fo the DR.
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2.3

The resonant frequenc¡ near- and far- fields and the radiated quality factor of an

isolated ( DR ), as shown in Fig. 2.2, can be found numerically using the surface Integral

equation formulation and the method of moments solution technique lz},zll.The feed struc-

ture for the DR antenna under investigation is usually modelled by a magnetic dipole inside

the DR whose orientation is along the direction of the slot. In this section we will mainly

concentrate on determining the resonant frequencies of the DR structure. The surface inte-

gral equation is used to formulate the problem by writing the unknown surface current in an

integral equation in terms of the known quantities such as the tangential fields at the bound-

ary surfaces of the DR. The method of moment [37] transforms the obtained integral equa-

tion into a matrix equation that can be solved using a digital computer. This technique is dis-

cussed briefly in this section. The obtained matrix equation has the following general form,

T¡.In=l/, ; n=0,+l,tZ, (2.95)

fr is the square matrix that represents the moment matrix and it depends only on the geome-

try of the DR, frequency, and the dielectric constant of the DR.

^I, is the column for the unknown expansion coeffîcient of the electric and magnetic surface

currents.

Vn is the excitation vector that depends only on the equivalent magnetic dipole.

The resonant frequencies are defined as the frequencies for which the system can have a re-

sponse with no excitation, therefore, equation (2.95) becomes

Tn.In=Q ;n=0,t1,+.2, (2.96)

The resonant frequencies of the dielectric resonator are then obtained by finding the zeros

of the determinant of the matrix Ç in the complex frequency plane

The solution of equari on (2.g7)is given by 
aet( r' ) = o (2.e7)

rmn,= -e.n t j@^n QSB)
whete o)., is the resonant frequency of the mode (*, ") and, o 

^ris 
the decay time constant
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of the same mode(* ,").Kishk et. al. [21] used this rechnique ro find rheresonant frequen-

cies of dielectric resonator with dielectric constant tron:

HEM16 mode for various ratios of the radius to the height f,
applied to the numerical results, they obtained an expression

trr* : 38 as

ks a:O.27 +0.36
(2.ee)

The resonant frequency f can then calculated using

(2.100)

2.3.1

Building on the numerical results of Kishk [21], Mongia developed a general formu-

la for the DR resonant frequency valid for a wide range of e,o, [26].

For a dielectric resonator with a high permittivity ê rr^ 2 100, the resonant frequency

is proportional to the square roots of the the dielectric constant € rDA [33] as,

^tIú.-
,l ê ron

For moderate values of ero* the resonant frequency is reported to be proportional approxi-

mately to the square root of (Ero* i X) ï26)

fe (2.102)

The value of X depends on the mode ofexcitation for the DR with X : 2for the HEM¡6

mode. By combining the accurate numerical equation (z.gg)of the resonant frequency for

êron:38 and the approximate equation (2.102), Mongia [26] proposed the following equa-

tion for the resonant frequency in term of the ratio 4 and eh*--ron'

38. The DR was excited by

. with a curve fining procedure

for the resonant frequency for

$).00, (î)'

^ kocr: 

-
.uÍ

(2.101)
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ha: (2.103)

This equation is valid only for a moderate values of e ,rr and in the range of o.¿ = | s s.

Using this method, the resonant frequency of the HEMtl6 mode can then be obtained di-

rectly using (2.100).

2.3.2 Comparison of Resonant Freouency Models
In this section the computed results for the resonant frequency of a dielectric resona-

tor antenna excited in the HEM11¿ mode using the dual dielectric waveguide model for the

DR are compared to the results using equation (2.103) and also to the results using the mag-

netic wall model for the same DR.

Thble 2.1 Resonant frequency of HEM116 mode of an isotated DR versus a / h

h=0.46cm, €¡rr:38

Re

Waveguide Model
(DwM)

Mongia
formula

Cavity Model
(MwM)

0.6

1.0

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.2

2.4

2.8

3.0

3.4

6.565

4.719

3.939

3.700

3.516

3.253

3.158

3.0t2

2.955

2.866

6.679

4.503

3.694

3.ß8

3.302

3.098

3.000

2.883

2.838

2.766

5.800

4.072

3.447

3.276

3.154

2.994

2.941

2.865

2.837

2.795
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Table 2.1 shows the calculated resonant frequencies for a DR with e,,r" :38,

h : 0.46 cm and with various diameter using the cavity model ( section (2.2.3)) , the pro-

posed dual dielectric waveguide model ( section (2.2.4)), and Mongia's formula (2.103).

Note that in the case of € ,r" : 38 Mongia's formula is same as the numerical formulas

(2-99). Table 2.2 shows the same for a DR with € ,r^ : 22.8y examining both tables, it can

be seen that for most cases, the results of the resonant frequency using DVVM differs only

Ç6 Vo from Mongia's fonnula while the results of the MWM differ by about ly-l2%o.Re-

sults for the computed resonant frequency of the DR, with e rr" - 3g and 22 are also

plotted respectively in Fig. 2.9 and 2.10.

Table 2.2 Resonant frequency of H EM 1ld mode of an isolated DR versus a / h
h:0.4ócm, €ron:22

Resonant Frequency ( GHZ )

alh Waveguide Model

(DwM)
Mongia

formula

Cavity Model

(MwM)
0.6

1.0

t.4

1.6

2.0

2.4

3.0

3.4

8.60r

5.849

4.802

4.504

4.113

3.898

3.738

3.587

8.415

6.092

5.080

4.776

4.351

4.077

3.816

3.701

7.623

5.352

4.530

4.306

4.026

3.865

3.729

3.67 4

The dual waveguide model developed in this thesis performs much better than the cavity

model and yields reasonable agreement to the numerical method.
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2.4 Field Computation for a Dielectric Resonator excited in its Domi-
nant Mode

The calculation of the near a¡d far fields for the dielectric resonator antenna excited

in the dominant HEM11¿ mode will be based on applying the field equivalence principle

[28]. The equivalence princiÉe equates the fields at the surface of the DR with its equivalent

electric J, and magnetic Mrsurface currents. The fields at the surface of the DR are calculated

from the field expressions inside the DR. Once the equivalents sources "/, M, aredetermined,

they are in turn used to calculate the fields outside the DR at any observation location.With

the cavity model, S.A.Lang I I l] used this method to find the radiation pattern of a DR anten-

na positioned on a ground plane and excited by an electic probe. In this theses, the equivalent

principle method will be used to fînd the near field and the far field of an isolated dielectric

resonator, which is modelled first by the cavity model and then by the dielectric waveguide

model.

P(x,y, z)

Figure 2.11 Coordinates system for the calculated fields

Referring to Fig. 2.11, the total electric È7 andmagnetic Í1-¡ ñelds at poinr in free

space P(x,y,z) can be formulated in terms of the surface electric i *d magnetic currents

lûroothe DR surface dS a¡e by the following [28]

ds of the DR
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Er:Êo+Êt : -jøÃ- , v(v .
(ûp.e

Iîr:Èo+È¡: -¡rF- i vçv
@pe

Ãl-1v
€

.Õ*1
p

XF

VXA

(2.104)

(2.10s)

(2.106)

(2.1a7)

(2.109)

Here,

F -#l In, oætll ds

Ã:H I Ir, 
G(R/R,) ds

are the vector electric and magnetic potentials, respectively.

G( R/R') is the Green's function for free space and is defined by

G(R/R',):
¿-i ko R

(2.108)

whereR is the distance between an observation point P(x,y,e)in free space and a source

point P'(x' ,y' , z') Iocated on the surface of the dielectric resonator as in Fig. 2.1 l. The dis-

tance R is given by

2.4.1 Formulation of Equivalent Surface Currents :

The equivalent electric i *d magnetic úrsurface currents are determined from the

field expressions that were developed using the cavity model or the waveguide model. Once

the fields just at the surface of the resonator are known, the surface currents densities are giv-

en by [28]

(2.1 10)

(2.t11)

Here ñ is the unit normal vector pointing out of the surface of the dielecric cylindrical reso-

nator, and Ë nd Ê are the electric and magnetic fields, respectively, at the surface of the

DR.

M:Exfi
j-ñxÈ
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Figure (2.12) Surfaces of the DR and their corresponding normal vectors

As shown in Fig. 2.12, the surface of the dielectric resonator is divided into three sections;

the top section, the bottom section, and the side section. By using equations (2.110) and

(2.111) the surface currents for each section of the DR are formulated as below.

At the surface side p : d with fi : ãp, equations (z.ll0) and (2.1 ll) become

ùr:Ê x ão:(t, ur+Eø h+trã,)x ãr: -Eó ãr+ Erãç (2.112)

i : ãp x Ê : a, x (n, ã, + Hç 4 + H, ,r) : ,r ã. _ Hz ãQ . e.n3)

substitutin g (2.46) -(2.51) inro (2.fi2)-(z. t l3), the following is then obtained

Mp:0

Ma: t,: 
+4 

J{ko a)cos(Q)cos(kzz)

Mz: - EO : -{ t , J{kn a)sin(ø) sin(fr.2)'vQ
Jo:0

Jô:-H, * o

J r: Hó : - kp J' úkp a) cos(C) .or(t .)

At the top-bottom surfaces of the DR, ¿ :*. h with ñ' :*. ãz( Note the (+) sign is for the

top of the DR while the (-) sign is for the borrom side of the DR ) equarions (2. t l0) and

(2.lll) become

,rÏ

(2.1t4)

(2.11s)

(2.116)

(2.u7)

(2.rr8)

(2.1t9)
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ù : Ê x +. ãz: (t, ão+ Eç h* E, ãr) x + a,

:+(-Eoh+26ão)

i :*, ã, x È :* ã, * (ro ão+ H6 ãa+ n, ãr)

* (ro h - Hø ão) er2t)

substitutin e Q.a6ye.5l ) into (2.I20:-le.l2 t ), the following is rhen obrained

Mz:0

I
Mp: EA: 

- O, J(kn a) sin(/) sin(k.e)

1

MA : - Ee : 
iOo 

O, J'íkp p) cos(d) sin(k.z)

Jr: 0

Jp: t - Hø: t kpt'{kp p) cos(@).or(t. .)

Ja: i Hp:n -it,&p ùsin(ø).or(r. .)

(2.120)

(2.122)

(2.t23)

(2.124)

(2.12s)

(2.126)

(2.127)

Now that the surface currents are specified, the near and far fields can be determined using

(2.104 - 2.107).

2.4.2 Calculation of the Far Field

Having calculated all the equivalent surfaces currents components for the DR, the

radiated far ñelds can be found using 2.104and2.105 along with an expression for the ap-

proximated expression for the free space Green's function. In the far region, the magnitude

of the distance R in the Green's function expression (2.108) is approximated by , = I il ,

whereas the phase term is given by R : , -í. ,ì
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In cylindrical coordinates

i .r' : p' sin(g) cos(f -Q,) +z,cos(O) (2.128)

Therefore, in the far fierd r I tl " I t'll the Green's function in free space becomes

.-i hr
G(R/R') :'''n' ¿i ko(g'sin(O)cos(C{', )+z',cos(á))

r

In the far field, the radiated vector fields Ê nd È, in aspherical coordinate system, have

only 0 and ø components, which are expressed as

Ee:-j þ a Ae - j ko Fø

Eø:-j p ø Aø + j kç Fs

nr: -EQ
4o

Hr:Eu'40

(2.129)

(2.130)

(2.131)

(2.132)

(2.t33)

where ?o the intrinsic impedance of the free space, 7s: I U = 377 (ohms).

V €6

Ag, Aç, Fg and Fç are theg and/ spherical components of the electric and magnetic

vector potentials, respectively, and are obtained from equations (2.106) nd (2.107).

Using the developed equation's for the calculation of the far field, two compurer

codes were developed in Fortran 77 to fndthe radiated far field in the two principal planes

( E-plan and H-plane ) of an isolated dielectric resonator. one program uses the surface

fields generated using the magnetic wall model (MWM) for the DR, while the other uses rhe

dual dielectric waveguide model ( DwM ). The E-plane partern is obtained by fixing the

angleþ : 0¿ and calculating E6 asa fr¡nction of 0. The H-plane pattem is obtained by fix-

ing the angle Q :90o while calculating Eç as a function of 0.
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Far-Fields ( d = 0.635 cm, h= 0.1 27 cm, êpsr= 10.9)
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Figure 2-13 Radiated pattern of the HEMn ð mode of a DR using MlvM and DWM
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In Fig. 2.l3,theradiation patterns a¡e shown in both the E-plane and H-plane while

using both the MWM and DWM models for the DR. The computed far fields in this Fig.2.t3

are for a dielecnic resonator of dielectric constant t ron : l0.g , of hei ght h : 0.127 cm and

of diameter d: ?a.: 0.635 cm.For each model of the DR, the computed data was normal-

izedtothemaximumof E6 andEç.Fig.2.l4wastakenfrom [23] anddisplaystheradiated

fields of the same antenna as the one used in Fig. 2.l3.Thecomputed fields in this figure

were calculated using a numerical program which is based on the integredifferential equa-

tions for the equivalent electrics and magnetic surface currents and the moment method solu-

tion [23] as described in section (2.3).By examining the two figures, we can see that the radi-

ation pattern of the DR using DWM is similar to the one obtained from the numerical

program, with a dip in the E- plane fields at 0 :0o. The radiation pattem in the E-plane

using the MWM model differs from the radiation pattern using the DWM model and from

the pattern using the numerical program. It has a maximum in the E-plane at0 :0o while

the others have a maximum at e : 90o.

The dip in the E-plane pattem atÉ :0o was thought previously to be due to higher

order modes generated in the DR Il ll. However, since the DWM model exhibits a similar

behavior, and only a single mode is assumed in the model, the dip is due to the transverse

variation in the current distribution on the DR surface.

To examine the far field variation as a function of the dimensions of the dielectric

resonator, a height of å : 0.127 cm anda dielectric constant of err" : 10.5 was chosen. The

normalized ( to 0 dB) field pattems for values of radius to height ratios ( a/h) of 0.6, l, L5,

and of 3 are shown in Fig. (2.15a),for the E-plane pattern and in Fig. (2.15b) for the H-plane

pattem. As was expected, the field patterns for all cases are fairly broad. This characterizes

the dielectric resonator antenna as radiating similar to a horizontal magnetic dipole. In rhe

E-plane, the fields are omnidirectional for a DR with a smaller a/h ratio. As the a/h ratio in-

creases, a dip begins to appear along the direction normal to the plane of the radiator. In the
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E-plane(phi =6¡

H-plane, the field pattems are relatively unchanged for all ratios (a/h) of the DR.
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2.4.3 Calculation of Near Fields

To calculate the mutual coupling of nvo neighboring dielectric resonators, the near

field of a single DR must be known. using equarions (2.106), (2.107), (2.114)-(2.1 I 9) and

(2.122>(2.127), a computer program was developed to calculate for the near fields of an iso-

lated dielectric resonator.This DR, which was modelled using the dielectric waveguide mod-

el DWM, was assumed to be excited in its dominant mode HEM11¿. Figs. (2.16a)-(2.16d)

and (2.l7aYQ.l7d) show, respectively, E- and H- plane plots of the near fields of a dielec-

tricresonatorof height h:0.3175 cm,diametertl-2a:1.0 cm andof dielectriccon-

stant oft,r" : 10.5 . The near fields are plotted on these figures for various distances ( r ) from

the resonator. Also shown in these figures are the corresponding far field results for the same

antenna in both planes of interest. As can be seen from these figures E-plane and the H-plane

fields coincide with the fa¡ fields in the same plane as the distance increases. This was ex-

pected since the formulation of the near field becomes similar to the far field at distant far

fromtheresonator( r - 4Ao).
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2.5 The Radiated Quality Factor

The quality factor Q of an¿uÌtenna is a measure of the energy loss per cycle as com-

pared to the energy stored in the fields inside the resonator. Knowledge of the quality factor

yields an indication of the radiation effrciency of the antenna and is inverse proportional to

the bandwidth of the antenna. The quality factor is defined mathematically as

100 -80 -60 _40

Q: rt# (2.134)

(2.13s)

where ao is the angular resonant frequency, W¡ is the total average stored energy and py

is the dissipated power. The stored energy is the sum of the stored electric W, andmagnetic

W^ energies which are defined by

*,-||J,

*^:TL

rl2 av

nl2 av
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where v is a volume including all the reactive fields inside and outside the DR.

The total dissipated powerPT in a DR is due to dielectric loss, radiation loss, and any

losses due to the coupling of a DR to an external device. This is given as

PT:P¿rP¡a¿tP¿y

Pro¿ is the power loss due to radiation, which can be determined for the

D.,oo: 
Jo Jo 

uriote)dedø .

here U is the radiarion inrensity given by t36l

u : +(l t, ,t,ø>l' * | ,r ,r,ørl,),

(2.137)

HEM1¡¿ mode as

with Es and Eç the far fields of the antenna. P¿ is the power loss in the dielectric material

and is given by

po:î[,"^l rl2 av (2.140)

where vp¡ is the DR volume. Using v¿¡ instead of v assumes almost all energy is inside the

DR, which is reasonable for high constant materials. The term P^ isextremely difficult to

determine and will be neglected here. From the above definitions, the unloaded quality factor

Qr, which excludes external coupling, is defined as

W7
Qu: @o 

E +Pa

(2.138)

(2.139)

(2.141)

(2.142)

By reanangng(2.141), the following is obtained

rll
or: Oo- a,

where Ç is the radiated quality factor as defined by

Q.r: ú)nY,-Pr

nd Q¿ is the dielectric quality factor as defined by
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Qo: ,o þ.
using (2.135) and ( 2.140), a¡d assuming, v - vDR equation(2.144) becomes

g,:@(E : t,,
o tan(d)

For dielectric resonators that are fabricated out of low loss material tan(ð) - l0-awhich is

small compared to loss due to radiation. Therefore, in antenna applications where the DR

is placed in an open environment, the unloaded quality factor Q, will be approximately equal

to Qr. Finally, the radiated quality factor Q, of aDR depends only on its dielectric constant

and its dimension. Thus, with a proper choice of these parameters, one can control the e-fac-
tor and therefore, control the operating bandwidth of the antenna under consideration.

2.5.1 Numerical Computed Radiated Ouality Factor

It has been shown [9] that for a DR fabricated from low loss material, the radiated

quality factor of the dielectric resonator can be calculated by

Q,:
@.,t

2 a^,
(2.146)

where Q)^,, and omn aÍe the resonant frequency and the decay time constant, respectively,

of a specific mode (^ ,"). These two parameters can be obtained numerically using equa-

tion (2.98). with the use of a curve fitting procedure for the calculated numerical results

Kishk et. al. [21] obtained an expression for the radiated quality factor of a DR with

€ ron:38 .This expression is similar to the one obtained for the resonant frequency of the

same DR and it is given for by,

Q, : 2.28 iþ.. ,* ,+'os(r+'os <a1)

(2.144)

(2.14s)

(2.147)
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2.5.2 Empirical Radiated Ouality Factor Formula

The radiated quality factor for a dielectric resonator with a very high permittivity

( E ro^ >- 100 ) was shown to vary with respect to the resonator permittivity as [33]

Q, n (r,"*)' (2.148)

where P: 1.3 for the mode that radiates as a magnetic dipole ( such as HEMlL¿ ). Using

the equations (2. 147) and(2.148),a general formula 126lforthe radiated quality factor with

respect to DR's permittivity and its aspect ratio ( a/h ) was obtained as

O.: o.o1o 07 e'l';1- i(,.loo ¿

This expression is valid in rhe range 0.4 < 
i = t.

-z.os(;-o.or,"'r) (2.149)

2.5.3 Comparison of Various Models

In this section, the computed results for the quality factor of a dielectric resonator

anten¡a excited in the HEMT¡¿ mode using dual dielectric waveguide model are compared

to the one using (2. 149) and also to the one using the magnetic wall model for the same anten-

na.

Table 2-3 and Fig. 2.18 compare the radiated quality factor of the HEM.¡¿ mode

computed using the DWM model for the DR to both, the numerically obtained formulas

(2.147) and that found using the MWM model. In this comparison, the DR is of permittivity

€ ron:38, height h :0.46 cm and with various ratios ( alh). The comparison shows that

the DWM offers better results than the MWM over the entire ( a/h ) range when they a_re com-

pared to the numerical result. AIso, the results of DWM is very accurate in the range of

O.f .l < 3.4 since it deviates by only 1.75 to 7Vo ftomthe obtained using (2.147).

Table 2.4andFig.2.26 shows the computed results for the radiated quality factor using the

DWM, MWM and Empirical formula (2.149) for a DR with e rpp : 22, h : 0.46 cm andfor
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Thble 2.3 Quatity factor or HEM¡6mode of an isolated DR versus a / h

Table2.4 Quality factor of HEM116mode of an isolated DR versus a/h

h :0.46 cm , € ¡r" : 38

Radiated Qualitv factor
a/h Mongia

Formula
Dielectric Model

(DwM)
Cavity Model

(MwM )
0.4

0.6
1.0

1.4

1.8

2.2

2.6

3.0

3.4

3.8

26.830

33.010
37.425
36.191

32.667

28.516

24.517

20.990

18.025

r5.609

29.1Q
38.t49

44.867

4t.441
35.100

29.025

24.026

20.104

17.063

14.699

62.784

76.t67
79.275

66.882
53.t92

42.013

33.570

27.293

22.60r
19.046

h=0.46cm , €ton:22

Radiated Quality facror
Mongia
Formula

Cavity Model
(MwM)

Cavity Model
(MwM)

0.4

0.6

1.0

1.4

2.0

') ')

2.4

3.0

3.4

3.6

19.1M

22.777

24.93s

22.308

16.859

15.481

13.978

10.725

9.289

8.664

29.997

36.108

37.081

31.357

22.34r

19.948

17.873

13.218

11.080

10.218

1 5.1 56

t8.676

21.181

20.420

r7.100

15.863

14.657

fi.456

9.756

9.036
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was obtained between the results of
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Figure 2.18 Quality factor of HEMrl¿mode of an isolated DR versus a/h
h = O.46 cm, ê, ror: 38
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Figure2.l9 Quality factorof HEM16 mode ofanisolated DR versus a/h
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Fairly good results are obtained when computing the quality factor of a dielectric resonator

antenna using the dual dielectric waveguide model for the DR. This is demonstated by com-

parison with the numerical results.

various ratios ( a/h ). When 
Tr r, a good agreement

DWM and of the formula (2.149).

Qrad(epsr:38)

l
l

I
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2.6 Aperture Coupling Model

The aperture coupling method of providing the electromagnetic energy from a mi-

crostrip feed line to a radiating element was introduced by Pozar l24l.He used it to feed a

microstrip patch antenna that operated around 2.ï4 GHz. Later, due to its enormous advan-

tages in MIC technology (see Chapter 1) many other research groups have studied and used

the technique as a coupling tool for both the patch antenna and the dielectric resonator anten-

na[24],L27l,ll8l, [19], and [20]. The material presented in this section will follow rhe for-

mulation for aperture coupling as described in [ 23] and 1271.

ground plane

Microstripli

Figure 2.20 The equivalent magnetic current for the slot

As illustrate in the Fig.2.20, for a microstrip fed slot, the electric fietd in the aper-

tureÈo, is along the x direction, which is the direction of propagation along the microstrip

feed line. The dimensions of the slot are chosen so that it can be modeled by magnetic equiva-

lent currents l7o whose direction and magnitude are determined by the electric field Êoo in-

side the aperture. The magnetic equivalent currents tlocanbe found as [2g]
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where ñ is the unit normal vector pointing out of the slot and coincides with the unit normal

ä.. Since the aperture electric field lies in the x direction, the following result is obtained

ùo: Êop x rt

Mo: Eop ã* x ã, : Eop dy .

Equation (2.151) can also be written as,

Mo: M, ã, ; Mv: E op

The aperture field Êoo canbe approximated by a single piecewise sinusoidal

describing the aperture electric field [25], as follow,

Êop: v ftÐ ã*

where V is the voltage at the center of the slot and,

Q.tsa)

(2.1s1)

(2.1s2)
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here er" is the effective dielectric constant of the feed substrate and err* is the dielectric con-

stantofthedielectricresonator. InordertofindtheãfieldoftheDRintermsofthemagnetic

surface current lio io the aperture, the ¡? net¿ of the DR is expand in the following form,
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whete È^n¡ is the set of the discrete orthogonal mode vectors for the DR and a^r¡ isthe cor-

responding coupling coefficient. Using Maxwell's equations [28], the relation between the

DR fields and the equivalent magnetic current source can be expressed as

- _vxË_ jøpÊ+frt, e.t56)

v x Ë:þrÉ ersT)
Taking the cross product V x V x of both side of equation (2.157)and by using equations

(2.156), the following equarion is obtained,

VxV xÈ:Ê Ê-¡coefrto (2.158)

Substitutin g ( 2.155 ) into (2. l5g) gives

mml mnl

Since the modal fields are in source free region

VxVxÈ^nt:k2-ntÈ^nt. (2.160)

By substituting ( 2.160) into (2.159),

mml

utilizing the orthogonality condition for the modal fields in the DR,

IU þ Ê^nt' tt È^'n'v dv - o; mnt:m'n't'

I ; Orherwise (2.162)

where ^#it tht complex conjugate of Ê ,and then by taking the riple integral of both sides

of equation ( 2.159),

Z.o^*(Ê-Ê^,t)llIru^,,. tt Èm,n,t,:-þ 
lr,l ln, ff^n¡ dso, (2.163)

mml , rr, 
Sap

Therefore using (2.163) and (2.162), the constants a¡¡,,¡¡ cînbe obrained as
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Figure 2.21 Microstrip feedline

ctmnt:ihllo"
Sop

u:Z,ffiÈ^^'
I I o" . È^n¡ dsop

Sop

. FI*.n¡ dV (2.164)

(2.16s)

Walls PEC
bottom

In this mÍìnner, equation (2.165) links the modal magnetic fields in DR to the slot magnetic

currents.

2.7 The Feed Structure for the Antenna
The microstrip feed line of width lv,, substrate thickness I, and of dielectric constant

e ' as inFig.2.2l,can be analyzedusing the dynamic waveguide model t321. This model as-

sumes the microstrip line to be a waveguide of an effective permittivity e,." with top and bot-

tom electric walls of widthWe, and two magnetic side walls equal to the substrate thickness

{r as in Fi9.2.22. This model is used instead of a static planar waveguide to achieve a better

description of the fields as it is has an upper frequency limit of 60 GHz, which is better suited

for this thesis.

€.iTs
electric
top and

,v,
v

Figure 2.22 \uivalent model for the microstrip feedline
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Coupling between the microstrip feedline and the DR antenna element is via a mag-

netic current in the y di¡ection. Therefore, only the modal fields which are transverse electric

to y ( TEt ) are to be considered for analyzing the feedline. Here, the analysis follows the

same steps as the cavity analysis a¡d it is taken from [23] andl2Tl.The magnetic and electric

vector potential for the feedline are given by

where the scalar wave function is given by

Ã:6

F :i ,t,,

Yzrl, * k,' ,þ : 0

F(x) : ¡+ t-ik'xtA- eik,x

I4 : Ê- r4- t¿,,

(2.166)

(2.167)

(2.168)

(2.169)

(2.171)

(2.172)

k,:J(r7tt) i r:êotr"
Here €r" is the dynamic effective dielectric constant of the feed line. Using similar steps that

were outlined in section (2.2.1 ) and with a cartesian coordinate system, one can find the

solution of equation ( 2.168) to be

p ¡: r@)(e, cos(k, y) + By sin(k, ¡)(o, cos(È.2) + B. sin(fr. ,>)e.nol

where

and

To detennine the unknown coefficient ^A's and B's of equation (2.170),and the

wave numbers k¡, ky, and krthe boundary condition must be applied to the surface of the

planar waveguide wall. These boundary conditions, which are perfect electric walls at the

top and bottom of the waveguide and perfect magnetic walls at the sides, require that the tan-

gential electric field must be zero ãt ¿ - 0 and Z : T, and that the tangential magnetic

fields must be also zero ?f y : t W, , The application of these boundaries are clearly de-

scribed nl23land[27]and they arenotrepeated here. The final solution for the wave equa-
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tion is

where F(x) is given by (2.171)

The dominant mode and the cut-offfrequencies of the different modes of this feed

then be found using equarions (2.169), (2.172), (2.174), and (2.175) as

@mn:trlW (2.176)

As can be seen from the above equation the cut-off frequency occurs when rt : n : 0.

Thus the dominant mode of the feedline is purely transverse electromagnetic (TEM) with

fields components //, and E .

To determine all the actual fields that are due to the microsfip feed line and to link

between them with those of the dielectric resonator (DR), the geometry of the feedline is first

divided into two separate regions I and II as shown in Fig. 2.23.Region I is defined as the

region where the microstripline passes underneath the resonator to the center of the aperture,

while region II is defined as the region from the center of the aperture to the end of the stub.

tþ¡ :A F(x) cos( k, y ) cos( k, z) ,

and the wave numbers ¿ue found to be:

_ m1tkz:: : m:0,1 ,2,..."Ts

- nJtk.,-- i n:0,1,2,...'W,

(2.17:)

(2.174)

(2.t7s)

line call

I
¡
I
,
I
I

Figure 2.23 Chosen regions.for the feedline
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The analysis of the fields in these two region was outlined precisely in t23l and[27),

and is only repeated briefly here. The scalar wave function, and the electric and magnetic

fields are expressed as a summation of the dominant mode plus the higher order modes of

the resonator. Using the coordinate system in Fig. 2.23, the scalar wave function in region

I can be written as

,ltf' - A¡+ ¿-ik'x I A¡- f k,x

* TI
mn

whereas, in region II

z+ Ts

(z+

,) .",(#,,,)] (2.177)

, , ,)],, ,,,,

,lt¡" : Af ¿-ik'x * A¡¡ ¿ik.,x

(
* I Il¿ mnrr+ €-4 nnx

m r[
*,(i

^,) 
*,(#

Theunknowncoefficients A¿1 A¡-and A^n¡forregionl, and A¡f , A¡¡ and A^r¡¡+forre-

gion II are to be determined by first using the boundary condition and then by applying the

theorem of reciprocity. Using the waveguide boundary conditions, the unknown coefücients

can be written in tenns of each other. By enforcing the open circuit boundary condition

(PMC) at r: xo+ L,

Ail- : AU* e-Zjk'(x'+L")

Also the continuity condition of the magnetic field at x : xo yields

(2.179)

AnnIIl : -A^nr- gZa^(x") (2.180)

Next, the rest of the unknown coefficients of the feedline and those of the dielectric resonaror

are determined. These are accomplished by the use of the Lorentz reciprocity theorem.
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z.s

As stated in the previous section the remaining unknown coefficients for the electric

and magnetic fields of the feedline and of the dielectric resonator can be founded using the

Lorentz reciprocity theorem. This relates the total fretd (Er , n) ina closed surface 
^S 

to a

Maxwellien resr fietO (f,", ,H,r,) by rhe following [22]

I I F,,,x Êr-Ê, x Ê,,,) - ñ ds: o
s

(2.1 8 l)

Thus,

I I F,,, " Êò . n ds : I I (È, * È,,,) . n a, (2.tsz)
S5

Where(S)isaclosedsurfaceofintegrationandã istheunitnormalpointingoutofthesur-

face region ( S ). Equations (2.181) and (2.182) are for a closed surface in a free source re-

gion.

As shown in Fig. 2.24,thechosen volume for this method is a rectangularbox which

is formed by the slot cross sections between the slot and the plane of the microstrip line. The

surface of integration can be expressed by six surfaces of integration as show n inFig.2.24.

Figure2.2,l rhe surface of integration for the obtained reciprocity integrals
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These surfaces a¡e defined as :

51 : The surface across the plane that contained the feedline at the location x1.

52: The surface across the plane that contained the feedline at the location x2.

53: The surface across the aperture.

sa: The surface that is parallel to 53 but along the bottom of the feedline.

55 : The surface along the the side of the feedline between s1 and 52.

s6 : The parallel surface to 55 but along the other side of the feedline.

The integration over the surfaces S¿ , Ss and 56 have no contribution because of the enforcetJ

PMC and PEC boundaries of the planar waveguide. Therefore, the left hand side of the equa-

tion (2.182) may be written in the following form

H¡ . -i dSt xHop.ïdso,,

.idsz (2.183)

and similarly the right hand side of (2.182) as

E¡ X H¡r¡ . -i dsr

xÈu,.ïdsz

H,r, . i dsop

(2.184)

whereË¡, Êr,, È,, andÈ¡¡ a¡e the total fields inregion I and II, respectively, and are calcu-

lated using (2.177) and (2.178).Ê* and Êoo are the aperture fields and are obøined from

(2.153) nd (2.154).Ê,r, , È,r, ar"the testing fields that can be chosen in any form as long

as they satisfy Maxwell equations. Thus, for a simplicity, the testing fields are to be chosen

so that they simplify the calculation for the above integral equations. A good choice for these

*1',,,,
Sop

I I F,,, " Èò . n ds : I I È,,,x
srt

.llË,,,xÈ¡¡
J2

.llËopx
sop

II
J¡

Ê,,

IIF,*È,,,) nds:
s

-IÏ
S2



fields are ones that have a unit amplitude and have the same cha¡acteristic as the dominant

feedline mode.

2.9
Feeding Structure

As a result of the field analysis of the feedline and of the dielectric resonator, an

equivalent ci¡cuit model for the whole system can be obtained along with the use of pozar,s

technique foranalyzing an aPerture on a ground plane with the pointing vector theorem [2g].

Pozar [25] has shown that a discontinuity introduced by a slot on the ground plane can be

seen as a series impedance. This is shown nFig.2.25.

x7 x2

Figure 2.25 Theequivalent circuit for representing impedance of the slot and the stub length

and their corresponding voltages

The impedance of each section of the above circuit are given below,

Zop lThe impedance of the loaded slot.

Z¡ : The impedance of the Stub open circuit.

In order to find analytical formulas for the impedances of the stub open circuit Z¿ and of

the slot Zoo ; the voltage is analyzed across each section of the ci¡cuit shown nFig 2.25.

Theses voltages are denoted by

v¡ : The voltage across the feedline at the plane of the slot ¡ - xl

vu : The voltage across the tuning stub at the plane of the slot ¡ : xz

Vap
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Vap : The voltage across the aperture

since Ê : -vv, the voltages vt , vtt and vorcan be defined using the following

( 2.1 85)

(2.186)

(2.187)

where E¡ and E¡¡ are the fields in region I and II, respectively. Now, applying the pointing

theorem to the slot volume of Fig.2.24,

vr: - Ii ', o,

vil:-Il"'n
Vap-Vn-Vt

+f F" ã) n ds: ,*lf lU n È *-;l [[, Ë,,) (2,88)

The slot width ( % ) is considered to be very small, and therefore, the volume integral can

be neglected. Hence,

(2.189)

and equation (2.188) becomes

;l F,*u,).ã*ds1 :+ 
I(Ê,,rp,,) ãrds2.+ 

IEapHydsap 
(2.1s0)

J¡ sn Ja

where .F/, is the y--component of the È ¡el¿ in the DR and Êoo is the aperture field given

by (2.153). Substituting the fields of region I and II into equation (2.190) and through the

algebraic manipulation outlined tn[27], the following is obtained

yn Vzt : yr Vu * !, Vop

I I t- -\,l\r*H) .ñds:o
s

(2.191)

vt , vn and voo can be found using equation (2.195), (2.1g6), and (2.1g7), respectively

and they are given by [27] as
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vt :i k Air, (t # r,0.")r-,0^

vn : i k Atfa (r * ¿zikx.) r-i:,,

(2.192t

(2.193)

Here y¡, is the input admittance as seen by the microstrip line at the plane central to the slot,

y¿ is the admittance of the matching stub at the slot, md y, is the total admittance compris-

ing the admittance of the higher order modes inside the guide as well as the admittance of

the DR. y" is given by t27l

¡ls : y, + lf yon (Z.tg4)

where N is the turn ratio of DR-slot transformer and may be approximated by the use of

expressions for stripline as given in t271.

2-26 The final circuit configuration for the aperture<ouped DR

The equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2.26,alongwith equations (2.185Þ(2.193) can

then provide a means for evaluating the input impedance of the aperture coupled DR antenna

in term of the slot dimensions, DR dimensions, DR permittivity and the tuning stub length.
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CHAPTER 3

ANTENNA DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1 Introduction

This chapter examines the design and the construction of an apeÉure coupled cylin-
drical dielectric resonator antenna. As can be seen from Fig. 2.1, this antenna is composed

of th¡ee parts, namely; a dielectric resonator, an aperture, and a microstrip feedline. The pa-

rameters of the different parts of this antenna, such as their dimension and associated dielec-

tric constant, defines the characteristics of this antenna.

3.2 Dielectric Resonator Design

The dielectric resonators ( DRs ) dimension primarily determines the operating fre-
quency of the DR antenna. Two different sets of cylindrical shaped DRs are used in this ex-

periment' They are constructed from the microwave laminated substrate RT/Duroid 6010

with the upper and the bottom copper layers etched locally using "Anhydrous Etchant pow-

der". The first set was constructed from RT/Duroid 6010 with a thickness of h = 0.3175 cm

and a permittivity of t ,r^ = 10.5, while the second set was constructed from RT/Duroid 60 1 0

with a thickness of h = 0.1905 cm and a perminivity of tro^= 10.2. The diameter of the

dielectric resonators were chosen so that the designed antennas can operate at frequencies

of 5'5 Ghz,7.5 Ghz and 9.4 Ghz. Table 3.1 shows the measured diameter d(cm), height

h(cm) and the dielectric constant € ,o" of the constructed DRs and the corresponding fre-

quencies that were calculated using the dielectric waveguide model.
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lhble 3'1 The dimension of the constructedl)R and their corres¡ronding calculated frequency
using the DWM theory

Samples d (cm) h (cm) € rno Frequency (Ghz)

DRr 0.804 0.316 10.5 10.32

DRz 0.92 0.314 10.5 9.s9
DR¡ 0.996 0.3t4 10.5 9.2

DR/ 1.0 0.268 t0.2 r0.21
DR. t.2 0.315 10.5 8.47
DRz 1.597 0.&2 l0.s 5.15

DRa t.697 0.3t4 l0.s 7.42

DRs 2.0 0.316 10.5 7.O

3.3 Feedline Design

The antenna was designed for a cha¡acteristic impedance of 50 ohms. The parameters

that determine the feedline width for a given substrate are the dielectric constant, the sub-

strate thickness and the operating frequency. The design equations that were used to calcu-

late the width of the microstrip line, taking into account the dependance on frequency, are

given by Getsinger [35] and are valid up to 60 Ghz.These equations are accurare for

f = o.u, where,r., is the free space waverength and are specified as,

( 3.1)

4
eî,

Ð

€r,

7
"\h

ZL,r,o,

Ts

+ 0.009

=Wr+

î_Jp -

G=0.6

*,,* (¡)

15.66

zL, r,o,

wr,rî,no, - w,

I + (Í/fp,)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.s)
î-co
JPI-Ñ
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Where the static parameters required for the above are given by t3al and [35] and a¡e given

below.Thestaticparameterresultsarevalidfor0.0r < e , s r00 and o.ol = $. r00and
T,

afe:

zro=#r"W (3.6)

(3.7"

(3.8)

Ft=6*(zo-o)exp

€., + I
€ ,, 

"1, 
stat = 

2

€r - I
2

+ ("+)

a='1.*'[ff# I+-
18.7 '"['.("ru) '],,'

b=0564(*)"*

Wr,rî,rtot =T

Z¡

tf e ,,e¡,stat

7LL snt -

(3.10.

(3.11)

(3.t2

(3.13.Z'= 4oT'
W,,"t Je,,,n

4o= 16
v'o

: the substrate dielectric constanter

(3.14.



I4z, : the physical width of the microsrrip line ( mil )

[ : the physical widrh of the microstrip line ( mil )

Wr, rl,",o, : the static width of the microstrip line

€ ,,rl,r,o,i ùè static dielectric constant

co: the free space velocity constant

ZL,r,o,: the static microstrip feedline impedance

A computer program was developed to find the width of the substrate, the microstrip

feedline's guided wavelength, and the frequency dependance of the dielectric consrant at a

given substrate of known thickness, permittivity, operating frequency and characteristic im-
pedance' The calculated values of the width and the guided wavelength for a subst¡ate with

€ r = 2.5 and Z, = 0.0625 cmNe shown in table 3.2

ïäble 3.2 The calculated dimension of the microstrip feed line

frequency (Ghz) wr(cm) )" * (cm)

5.5 .4343 3.781

9.4 .4367 2.2r2

3.4 Stub length Design

The stub length Z, is defined as the distance from the center of the aperture to the

end of the microstrip feed line. It was chosen to be oneluarter of a wavelength long so that

it tunes out the reactive component of the aperfure. The stub length is then given by,

The Calculated values for the L, are shown in table 3.3
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where,

Ls-

lrf =

b
4

A.o

G
3.5 The Aperture Design

The aperture width wapwaschosen to be significantly smaller than the microstrip feedline,s

guided wavelength l, ( ¡) so that it can be modeled by a magnetic current . Throughout this

experiment, the aperture was chosen to be approximately

*rr:t
The aperture length, denoted bY L*, was chosen to be smaller than the diameter of the reso-

nator and larger than the microstrip feedline width w, 3 L* = d. A number of aperture

lengths were tested and their varues are given in tabre 3.3.

Table 3.3 The calculated dimension of the aperture

3.6 M"*rod R*or"rt F*qr"n"y 
"nd 

Inprt l-p"d"r"" of thu DRA

The frequency and the input impedance of the DRA were measured using a wiltron
360 Network Analyzer. Before each measurement, the network analyzer was calibrated to

a 50 ohm standard to ensure the accuracy of the measurements. Since the fabricated antennas

are one port devices only the return loss measuremelt 51¡, both in phase and magnitude, was

performed on the network analyzer.The magnitude measurement of ,s¡ ¡, giving information

(3.6)

(3.7)

frequency (Ghz) Z"( cm )
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about the resonant frequency and the bandwidth of the designed antennas, was performed

over a range of frequencies of interest and was displayed on the network analyzer in logarith-

mic-to-linear rectangula¡ format. The phase measurement of the return loss, giving infor-

mation about the input impedance of the antenna, was done for a selected range of frequen-

cies and was displayed on the network analyzer in a Smith chart format. The resonanr

frequency can be taken to be the point of minimum return loss or the average of the frequen-

cies that are near the resonance and at a l0 dB return loss. The minimum return loss measure-

ment was used for comparing results.

Several antenna measurements were performed and the first set of measurement of

the return loss were taken in the range of 9.4 GHz using a slot of width 0.1 143 cm and of

length 0.56 cm. The second set of measurement were taken in the range of 5.5 GHz using

a slot of width 0.188 cm and length of 0.686 cm. The results of these measuremenrs are

shown respectively, in Figs. 3.3 to 3. 13 and in Figs 3. 15 to 3. 16. Fig 3.1 and Fig 3.2 shows

the resonance frequency of both slots that were designed for the DRA. These slots resonates

respectively,at ll.42GHzandl0.56GHz.Theirresultsfrequencywasgreaterthanthereso-

nant frequencies of the DRs measured. Measurements were taken both with and without a

glue to fix the DR to the ground plane. This is specified in rhe f,rgure captions. A Silicon GE-

glue was used.
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rhble 3.4 The measured and computed rtsonant fiequency for various DRA

d (cm) h (cm) ê roR Fre4uency (Ghz)

Mongia Formulas

Frequency (Ghz)

DWM
Frequency (Ghz)

Measu¡ed

0.804 0.316 10.: 10.77 10.02 9.58

0.92 0.314 10.5 10.10 9.59 9.08

0.996 0.314 r0.5 9.75 9.2 8.76

t.2 0.315 10.5 8.97 8.47 7.712

1.0 0.268 10.2 t0.81 10.21 9.62

Table 3.4 tabulates the results of Figs. 3.3,3.7 ,3.11 and 3.13. As it can be seen from

Fig. 3.1 to Fig 3.13 and Table 3.4. The value of the resonant frequency found experimentally

is less than the ones predicted theoretically. The theoretical results which are based on the

dual dielectric waveguide model for the DR are found tobe 4.3Vo to S.BVo higher than the

experimental results. This is as expected due to the following reasons:

1- The calculated resonant frequency does not take into consideration the losses, namely,

the dielectric loss inside the DR, the conduction loss in the ground plane, and the radiation

loss through the dielectric/air interference. These losses have the effect of lowering the

resonant frequency of the antenna.

2- The calculated resonance frequency was obtained for in isolated DR and not for a DR

sitting on a ground plane and is loaded slightly by the slot. This would have the effecr

of lowering the experimental value of the resonant frequency as compared to the theoreti-

cal value.

3- Another factor that may cause a change in the resonant frequency is the existence of the

air gap between the DR and the ground plane, which will cause an increase in the value

of the resonant frequency.
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Ç An important factor is the tuning stub length of the feedline. If it is not exactly equal

to one fourth of the microstrip guided wavelength it pulls the resonant frequency down

This occurs because of the unmatching condition.

Ïhble 3.5 Measured resonant fiequenc¡ bandwith, return loss and the Input Impedance
for various DRA

Samples d (cm) h (cm) e ,D^ Frequency

Ghz
Bandwidth

7o

Renrm Loss

dB
Input Impedance

ç¿

without the Glue DRr 0.804 0.316 10.5 9.58 4.3 -19.724 53.77 + j10.08

with the Glue DRr 0.804 0.3r6 r0.5 9.30 6.34 4.49 50.033 + j0.56

without the Glue DRz 0.92 0.3r4 r0.5 9.08 6.28 -22.s46 43.059 + j0.84

with the Glue DRz 0.92 0.314 10.5 8.80 6.36 -31.545 48.601-j2.604

with out the Glue DR¡ 0.996 0.314 r0.5 8.76 4.79 -t4.119 42.4 - j30.4s

with the Glue DR4 1.0 0.268 t0.2 9.62 4.t8 -14.032 53.8 + j 20.696

Table 3.5 tabulates the experimental results for the input impedance, the bandwidth

for a level at 10 dB, the magnitude of the return loss of the designed DRAs. Also, this table

shows the effect of using glue to affrx the DR to the ground plane on the parameters of the

DRA. The dielectric resonator antennas DR1 and DR2 have an input impedance that is near

50 a' This was expected since the dimension and the dielectric constant of these two resona-

tors ( Table 3' I and Table 3.3 ) yields a resonance frequency that is close to the one chosen

for the stub length of the feedline (9.4 GHz ). For the radiation pattern measurement, the

DR has to be affixed to the ground plane. As can be observed from table 3.5, the glue provides

a better coupling of the feedline to the DR and shifts the resonant frequency of the antenna

to a 3Vo lower value. This may be due to the partial elimination of the air gap that existed

between the DR and the ground plane when they were not affixed and also due to the slight

change of the height of the DR when putting the glue on its surface.

The bandwidth of an antenna is defined as the frequency range in which the reflected

poweris below aspecified level. As shownin Table 3.5, thebandwith of each differentDRA
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is much wider then the bandwith of a microstrip antenna which is ( lTo to ZVo ).

Two identicat cylindrical DRs made of e,o^= 10.5 with dimension h = 0.3175 cm

and d = 1.592 cm were stacked on top of each other to provide an aperture coupled DR an

tenna that resonates near 5.5 GHz. The experimental results for the resonant frequency and

for the input impedance of this antenna a¡e shown in Fig.3.15 and Fig. 3.16, respectively.

The measured resonant frequency of this antenna is found tobe 3.9IVo higher than the one

predicted using the dielectric waveguide model. This is in contrast to the result obtained pre-

viously in table 3.4, where the experimented resonant frequency w¿rs expected to be Iower

than the theoretical one for the reasons mentioned in the previous section. Here, the increase

in resonant frequency is due to the fabrication process of this stacked DR, namely the air gap

and the glue that exists between the two element of the DR, which may pern-rrb the resonance

of the DR. One important feature of this antenna is its bandwidth which was found to be 8.0

Vo.Tltts was higher than those obtained using a single DR.

3.7 Radiation Pattern Measurement of DRA

This section examines experimentally the radiation pattern of an aperture coupled

dielectric resonator, and compares the experimental results to those predicted theoretically

using the dual dielectric waveguide model (DWM) and the magnetic wall model (MWM).

Pattern measurements were performed on the samples which provide the best matching con-

ditions that were available as from Table 3.4. The constructed antennas had initial rectangu-

lar ground plane of dimensions of l0 cm by 10 cm, however, for radiation pattern measure-

ments these antennas were placed on top of a circular ground plane extender of diameter 34

cm. All the measured radiation patterns were performed in an anechoic chamber. The an-

echoic chamber was frst calibrated in the X band range (8 Ghz to 12Gtrz) using a standa¡d

horn antenna. The measured radiation patterns were obtained in both planes of interest,

namely the E-plane and the H-plane which were defined previously in Chapter 2.
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Fig- 3.17, shows the measured radiation patterns in both the E-plane and H-planes

for a dielectric resonator antenna of dielectric constant s,r^ = 10.5, height å = 0.316 c¡n and di_

arrteter d = 0'8(x cn. This was DR1 in tables 3.1 and 3.5. This DR is fed by an aperture of

length L"p = 0.56 cm andwidth of w* = 0.12 cm. Themeasured resonant frequency of this con-

figuration was 9.3 GHz. Also plotted in the figure are the theoretical radiation patterns using

the MWM and DWM models for the same DR antenna. Fig. 3.18 shows the measured radi-

ation patterns at a freque ncy of 9 .42GHz. Plots for the measured pattern at different frequen-

cies are shown in Appendix A. By examining Fig.17, the theoretical and the experimental

results compares quite well, given the fact that the theory assumes the presence of an infinite

ground plane and thus does not take into consideration the edge effects of the finite size

ground plane. The ground plane edge effects is shown to be strong for this type of antenna

especially nearg = 9o . This effect is described in [36], and is due to the diffraction at the

discontinuity of the ground plane edge where surface currents will be formed and interfere

with the main antenna radiation pattern causing some scalloping and roll<ffof the measured

pattern.

The experimental and theoretical radiation patterns for another dielectric resonator

of dielectric constants,¿¡ = 10.5, height h =0.3t6 cm and diameter d = 0.92 on, which was

fed by an aperture of the same dimension as the one used for the previous DR a¡e plotted in

Fig' 3.19. This corresponds to DR2 in tables 3.1 and 3.5 . Again, by taking into considerarion

the effect of ground plane, good agreement between the computed and the measured data

is observed. The effect of the edge diffraction is also present in this measurement. Fig. 3.20

shows the measured radiation pattern of this antenna for a frequency 8.86 GHz. Other plots

of the measured pattern of this antenna at different frequencies are shown in Appendix A.
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3.8 Gain Measurement of the DRA

The power gain of an antenna describes its performance. It takes into account the effi-

ciency as well as the directional capabilities of the antenna. Also, it gives an indication of

the operational pattern bandwidth of the antenna. The maximum power gain in the E-plane

and the H-plane of a dielectric resonator antenna of e,o^ = 10.5, h = 0.316 cm and d = O.gM cm

is shown as function of frequency in Fig. 3.21. This plot was obtained by marking the maxi-

mum gain at each tested frequency of the measured radiation pattern of the antenna. It can

be seen from this plot that pattern bandwidth is fairly broad. However, this graph can be mis-

leading given the fact that it only takes into consideration the maximum location of the pat-

tern of the tested antenna which was corrupted by the effects of the finite size of the ground

plane.

l=FEg:irl
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Figure 3.21 The measured maximum gaÍn versus frequency for an aperture-coupled cytindrical DRA

d=.92cm, h=.3l6cm, e.r, = 10.5, wop=0.12cm, Loo=0.56cm, L,=O.6cm
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CHAPTER 4

4.1 ConclusÍon

Dielectric resonators ( DRs ) seem to be very promising radiating elements whicll

can be used in antennas that operate in the mm waveband and can be integrated with micro-

wave integrated circuits (MIC). A theoretical and experimental investigation has been pres-

ented where an aperture-coupled cylindrical dielectric resonator antenna excited at the

HEM11¿ dominant mode has been analyzed. The analysis method, which is based on model-

ling dielectric resonator as a dual dielectric waveguide, was introduced to calculate the di-

electric resonator antenna properties. The investigated antenna properties in this thesis in-

clude the resonant frequency, far fields, near fields, and the radiated quality factor e. The

results obtained using the suggested dual dielectric waveguide model ( DV/M ) for rhe DR

are comparable to those of empirical and numerical methods found in the literature, and are

far better than the results found by the use of a simple magnetic wall model for the DR.

To confirrn the obtained theoretical results for the resonant frequency and the radi-

ation pattern of the antenna experimental measurement have been conducted. Several di-

electric resonator antennas were designed, fabricated, and tested in the frequency range of
8 to 10 GHz and in the range of 5 to 6 Glfz.The measured results are in excellent agreemenr

with the results obtained theoretically using the developed dual dielectric waveguide model

for the DR.

4.2 Recommendation

The dielecnic resonator antenna technology is still in its infancy and, therefore, there

is a lot of room available for both theoretical and experimental investigation for this type of
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¿mtenna. Some possibilities for future research toward aperture coupled antennas are listed

below.

One might use the developed DWM formulation for the resonant frequency and the

Q- factor of the dielectric resonator antenna to find theoretically the input impedance of the

presented circuit model for tiie antenna ( as discussed in section 2.9 ) in terms of resonant

frequency, stub length, and aperture dimensions. This would be of great importance in devel-

oPing design curves for the input impedance of the antenna that would be useful for the an-

tenna designer.

Using the developed DWM formulation for the near field, One can obtained the mu-

tual coupling of two neighboring DRs. This is of great interest when designing an array of

DR antennas.

Using the developed DWM formulation for the far fields in this thesis, and with the

theory of diffraction developed in [36], one could include the effect of using a finite ground

plane on the radiation pattern of the antenna.
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APPENDIX A

RADIATION PATTERN MEASUREMENT

This appendix contains the measured radiation patterns for the tested DRA
DRr ( A1 to A+ ) and DRz( As ro As)
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